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THE ROLE OF INFORMATION IN ECONOMIC DECISION MAKING

by James E. Grunig*

The process of decision making is a central feature of

most economic analyses. Assumptions about the way in w~ich.

economic actors make basic decisions underly theories of the

firm, consumer demand.. welfare eC?on~~~sl market structure,

location and 'oth~rbasic economic ~eories.

The role of information in the decision process is

implicit in much of this economic analysis, but, in general,

information is a variable whiCh most economists either

assume is present in their ceteris paribus formulation of

theory or try to overcome in theory when insufficient

amounts of it are present. Communications specialists, on

the other hand, stress the importance of disseminating

information to d~~is.~on make~f3' but ignore the :function of

this information in the 4ecis~on; ·making process ~·and· know

little about the t~: o~ informat.ion which would be

most useful t.o the _decision"maker.

*James E. Grunig is a doctoral candidate in mass
communications at the University of Wisconsin and editorial.
assistant of the Land Tenure Center, a cooperative program '
of the American Nations, the Agency for International , ..
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'Both economists and communicators have failed to system

atically treat the role of information in decision making and

the effect information has on the "rationality" of decisions.

The intent of this paper, then, is to examine the literature

on the decision making process-..including work done by psychol

ogists and sociologists as well as economists--and from these

writings to construct a theory on the role of information in the

decision process. Such a theory should be able to: 1) show

economists why information is frequently a limiting variable in

decision making and the effect adequate information has on the

quality of decisions, and 2) show communications specialists

the type of information needed by decision makers so that a more

effective communications strategy might be planned.

A theoretical role for information in decision making would

be an addition to both economic and communication theory. The

understanding gained would also have considerable heuristic

value for communications workers. For example, communicators

working in information services, public relations and advertising

provide infQrtnation fo~. decision mak~rs, although in the ..:latter
, .. .. ' .

two cases the information is not intended to be as objective as

in the former. Information services such as the information

divisions in government agencies or the Cooperative Extension

Service ~~ colleges of ag.riculture exist primarily to provide

relevant technical information.

~ublic relations practicioners provide information to

executives about effects of their decisions on the pUblic

and provide stockholders, employees and others relevant
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(hopefully) information needed to make decisions about the

company. Advertising workers provide consumers information

needed to make decisions about purchases of the advertised

products. Instrumental economic information is also

provided by more strictly journalistic information sources

such as trade publications as well as by the general news

media.

But perhaps ~e greatest need for a theory of the role

of information in decision making is in the field of economic

development. Bo~ economists and communications researchers

are becoming increasingly aware that communications can play

a sUbstantial role in ~e development process. Economists

are now asking communications workers for help in stUdying

the effects of communications on development.

Communications researchers., however, have not sufi

ciently determined the kinds of_~nformation decision

makers!l" in developing areas need to improve their economic

position and then have not looked for the most efficient

means of communicating this information. Instead they have

liThe decision makers referred to here are primarily
sUbsistence farmers and workers in rural-areas since they
are most in need of information in order to improve their
income and welfare status. However,,' the analysis which
follows could apply equally to managers and busine$smen in
emerging industries., to urban laborers" or to 90ver~ent
planners. .
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assumed that all economic development requires is an

advanced media system similar to that now existing in

highly developed countries. They have then proceeded to

describe the communications system in developing countries,

judging its effectiveness by the yardstick of the media system

in ·the United states. Not surprisingly they have found that

an advanced media system accompanies economic development and

that an· advanced communications network promOtes the social

and political Characteristics of an advanced econamy.l/

But for communications'to play its maximum role in

development more research is needed on the types of

information needed in early stages of development before

a country can afford an advanced media system and then on

the most efficient system for communicating this information-

even though this system might require experimental commu-

nications teChniques.

The Importance of Decision Making in Economic Theory

As noted above, decision making is the cornerstone

upon which most economic theory is based. And in traditional

theory the economic man has nearly always been assumed to

make rational decisions. The theory of consumer demand

1VCharacteristics such as empathy, innovativeness,
political awareness, achievement motivation, and educational
and occupational aspirations have often been found (c.f.,
Rogers" 1965).
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rests on the assumption that the consumer chooses between

alternative commodities by assigning a measure of utility or

satisfaction to the consumption of each commodity. His total

amount of utility (u) then is a -function of all of the

commodities (di) which he consumes, or:

The· utility the consumer gets from additional quanti~ies

of the same commodity is assumed to increase but at a

decreasing rate--i.e., he gets less satisfaction out of each

additional unit of the commodity which he consumes.lI

If the consumer had unlimited income he would continue

to purchase each commodity until its.marginal utility (MD)

became zero. But each consumer has only limited income and
" -~ ,

thus is subject to a budget constraint--his total expenq,~.tuJ;es

cannot exceed his income, or:

'Where y = total income

c·- the i th commodity1-

p.= the price of the ·th connnodity1
1..

YIn mathematical terms the marginal utility or the
first derivative of the utility function. with respect to
each ci is positive but declines with additions of ci
(the second derivative is n~gat;ve).
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It can be shown mathematically!! that total utility is

at a maximum when:

.,

... (3)

This simply means that the consumer will be able to obtain

maximum utility: if he buys the amounts of each commodity

where the marginal utility per dollar's worth of each

purchase is equal.

From equation (3), it can be seen that if the price

of one commodity rises, the consumer will then be out of

,equilibrium. T·o·' restore equilibrium he will then increase

his purchases of the other commodities and decrease his

purchases of the commodity with the increased price until

equilibrium is restored. Thus the theory of consumer

behavior is the basis of the downward sloping demand curve

in which the quantity demanded decreases as the price of

the commodity increases.

Utility theory has been cr i ticized on many grounds,

as will be seen later. However, the immediate difficulty

!!If equation (2) is solved for c2 and the solution
inserted in equation (1), the first derivative of equation
(1), with respect to one commodity, when set equal to zero
(maximization criterium) results in the following equation:

=
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is the measurement of utility. one· result of this difficulty

has been i~difference curve analysis which incorporates ~l

of the above equ~:tions in the indifference curves2/ .but-· '::~~.

skirts the problem.of measuring utility by assuming that a

consumer c~ choose between bundles of two commodities

without measuring utility and that at some point he will be

indifferent between certain amounts of each of the two

commodities. Nevertheless, even this modification of the

theory of consumer de~and leaves the principle of rational

decision making intact.

The theory of the firm parallels closely the theory

of consumer behavior, the principal difference being that

the entrepreneur maximizes profit in making decisions while

the consumer maximizes utility. The firm has a production

function which specifies the amount of total output (TP)

obtained from various quantities of inputs (qi):

TP =f{qV q2' ••• ,qn)Y (4)

§/A more complete explanation of the nature of
indifference curves can be found in any standard textbook
on price theory (c.f., Liebhafsky, 1963).

~The partial derivative of this function with respect
to each q~ is the marginal product for an infinit~simally

eDtall add1.tion of each input. .
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The total revenue (TR) obta~ned by the firm is ~he

.' market price (p) multiplied times the total product:_. The

'marginal revenue (MR) is the addi1;ional revenue r~~u~ting
>.

from the sale of an additional unit of total product. If
,. .; ..

the firm is small enough to be able to sell all of .. ;j..ts output

without affecting the market price, the marginal revenue
..

equals the price paid for the additional unit of output. If

the firm controls a large portion of the market and its

actions affect price, then price declines as total 0':1tput:

increases and marginal revenue is less than price.

The firm also has a cost function (Te) which when

subtracted from its total revenue function gives the profit

level. If the entrepreneur can sell all of his output at a

constant price, the profit maximization point is where price

of the last unit of output equal its marginal cost (here

price equals marginal revenue). If price is a function of

output, the profit maximization point is where marginal cost

of the last unit of output equals its marginal revenue.V

7/If TR = P x TP and TC = h(TP) + C, where h(TP) =
variable cost and C =fixed cost, sUbtracting the two
equations gives the firm's profit (Pr) function:

Pr =TR - TC = P x TP - h(TP) + C

To max1m1ze profit, the first derivative of this function
is set equal to zero. The reSUlt, if price is a constant,
is:
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......

This profit maximization assumption (Me =Ma) holds in

all four of 'the principal market situations--perfect
, .

competition, monopoly, ologopo11, and monopolistic

competition. In perfect competition the market consists

of a large number of sellers, each with a very small share

of the market. Each sells undifferentiated products. These

firms can sell any amount of product at a constant price•.§!
, ,

Thus to maximize profit they produce as long as price (p =
MR) exceeds marginal cost. In a monopoly situation where

one firm controls the entire market, price is not constant

(P ¢ MR), and the firm then produces additional output as

long as marginal revenue exceeds marginal cost.

In OligoPoly (a small number of very large firms
.' • *.

constitute the market) and monopolistic competition (a

large number of small firms selling slightly differentiated

products constitute the market), marginal revenue and

marginal cost are also equated to maximize profit. In the

monopolistic competition model, the market has some

characteristics' of perfect competition, but the market
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price for an individual firm is not constant21--thus the

equilibrium position of a firm is an intermediate solution

between the perfect competition and the monopoly model. An

oligopoly situation approaches a monopoly situation except

f . ';. '. that the two or more very large firms are uncertain of the

,,'. ..' decisions their competitors will make. This uncertainty

~Makes it difficult for most of the present theories of

oligopoly to specify an equilibrium position for the firm.

The marginal productivity theory of wages can also be

derived from the to~a.J. product function. The marginal

product 'of a worker is the additional output produced by

that worker. The marginal product of each additional

laborer times the marginal revenue which his output brings

in the market is the marginal revenue product (.MRP) of the

last worker hired. According to the theory, the entrepreneur

pays all workers the MRP of the last worker hired, or if

wages are artificially fixed (e.g., by a union) he hires

workers as long as their MRP exceeds their wages.

The theory of consumer demand, the theory of the firm,

and the four market situations are the basic theories of

micro-economics. However, many other theories are ~a~ed

upon them. Welfare economics, for exampl~, ,stems from

utility theory. In early welfare economics, a welfare

policy was assumed to be good if it added to the total
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utility of same persons and did not take utility away from

others (pareto:··optimum)., Later this theory was revised~o

say that a poiicy is good if it adds more u'tility to some

persons than it takes away from others. In other' wordsi·.. ·a
measure is good if its marginal social benefits exceeds ~it

marginal social costs.

Location theory is base~ on the ~inciple that prices

of products'and/or costs of p~oduction of firms in different

locations differ by the amount of transportation costs

between the two "areas--a type of perfect competition

solution. Most market structure research is conducted

by comparing the observed industrial or market structure
. .

with the theoretic,al perfect compatiton model and making

judgments about the number of firms" size of firms, ·ease

of entry, and price discrimination on the basis of this

model.

This section has briefly outlined same basic aspects

of micro-economic theory in order to underscore the .

importance of decision making in economic theory.' As this

outline shows';' ·t.he economic actor in st~.l'lda:t'd economic

theory is always assumed to make decisic)ns in a rati.clnal.

manner. What effect information has on theils :economic .

deci~ions and'whether these decisions are always made in

a rational manner now must be examined.
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Decision Making Theories in the Literature

A searCh of the literature revealed three general typ~s

of decision making theories. The first is the conventional

rational man model with later refinements to account for

tmperfect knowledge--a model resulting principally from

the work of economists. The second type of theory consists

of reactions to the rational model, by economists and

psychologist"s observing economic behavior and attempting to

devise a theory that recognizes that the· r.eal worl<l is not

made up of economic men who react in this rational manner.

A related type of theory has evolved from socio-psychological

research on decision processes independent of their economic

tmplications. The third type of theory. has resulted. from

the long tradition of research by sociologists and rural

sociologists on the diffusion of innovations and on the

effect of a social system on decisions.

These theories will be summarized and the role of

information abstracted from them. Finally, an attempt will

be made to synthesize these divergent theories into a

general theory on the role of information in decision making.

The Rational Man Model

The model of the rational economic man which was

discussed in detail earlier has had a long tradition in the

history of economic thought. The theory was implici t in the

work of Adam Smith, David Ricardo and the other classical
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writers and was introduced directly by Jeremy Bentham in

his concept of utility. Bentham believed decisions were

made on the basis of a hedonistic calculus by which

'. pleasures and pains of v~ious actions were measured and

b·~lanced.

The theory bec~~ the dominant mode of economic
.- I -

-"thought in the marginalism revolution in economic theory

~ied by William Stanley J~vons, Carl Menger and Leon Walras

in 'the late 1800·s. However, the rationalism concept

remaining today probably can be traced to the writings of
.:'

Alfred Marshall in 1890 when he synthesized and expanded

the relevant aspects of production theory from classical

work and relevant aspects of utility theory from the

marginalists.

The chief charac~eristic <?;. the rational man is that

he is a maximiz~g an~. Th~ consumer maximizes utility

and tli~·:·businessmanmaximizes profit. The model assumes
.. 'i·'· •

that~rthe economic man stuqies all alternative solutions

to oil problem, has complete knOWledge about each alternative,

and then chooses the alternative most rational in terms of

his goal of maximizing utility or profit.

Marshall (1895) and the neo-classical economists

believed this type of decision. making was the dominant

method existing in the real world. Although they

recognized that individual decision makers often make
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irrational or "whimsJ.cal" decisions, they felt that the law

of large numbers would operate to cancel out these irrational

decisions.

Information had no role in ~s theory but was merely

part of an assumption. Knowledge was assumed to be, perfect~

and all relevant information was assumed to be available to

the decision maker. However, it can easily be seen tha't it

was precisely because knowledge was perfect that the, economic

man in traditional theory was able to make rational decisions.

Because the economic man knows and understands all possible

consequences of his" alternative decisions, it is a simple

matter for him to make the rational choice, and few

deliberations other than maximizing ones are necessary.

Knight, in this classic book (1921), was prob~ly one

of the first theorists to call attention to the tmplications

of the lack of complete knowledge. He states that for perfect

competition to exist, IIThere must be perfect, continuous

costless intercommunication between all individual members

of the society. Every potential buyer of a good constantly

knows and chooses among the offers of all potential sellers,

and conversely." (p. 78) He then shows that lack of

knOWledge leads to risk and uncertainty.

Risk is an uncertain situation where the probability

of outcome of given alternatives is known. Insurance

schemes can thus be devised to handle risk. Uncertainty,
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on the other hand, occurs when probability expectations

cannot be assigned to outcomes of alternative solutions

in question.

At about the same time, J. M. Clark pointed out '(1923"

p. 417) that pri.c:es are not always determined by perfectly

Johnson and Haver (1953, p. 12), agricultural

economists, similarly point out that problems which

confront farm decision makers can be classified as:

1) changes in prices or lack of information concerning

prices, 2) lack of in~ormationconcernin9existing

(. I... ~
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production methods, 3) changes in production methods, 4)

changes in personalities and lack of information concerning

personalities, and 5) changes in economic, political and

social institutions and laCk of information concerning the

existing institutions.

Johnson and others (1961) who took part in a study 6£

the managerial processes of farmers in seven Midwestern

states expanded Knight's concepts of risk and uncertainty

to five IIknowledge situations. 1t These situations are:

1) sUbjective certainty--where the manager has adequate

knOWledge to make a positive or negative decision, 2)

risk action--where-enoughknowledge is available to make

a decision on probability knowledge and the cost of

additional knOWledge is exac,tly equal to its val~e, 3)

learning--where.the manager·s'knowledge is, inadequate to

make a decision, but the cost of obtaining-further

information is less than its expected,value, '4) inaction-~

where knowledge is ,inadequate; ,but the cost' of gathering
", (,

further informatien" 'exceeds its value', and 5) forced

action--a situation,~whereknowledgeis' inadequate but wh~re

the decision maker is forced to make a positive or negative

decision.

Essentially~ however, these categories can be reduced

to "sUbjective certainty" and "learning." A decision maker

nearly always makes a decision with some risk attached or

defers the decision until he has more information.
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Clodius and~.Mueller "(1961), writing on m~ket structure

resear~h, recognized that lack of information may be one of

the factors causing product differentiation, the. ".ext~~t to

which products (though s~ilar) are viewed as differen~ by
. ,. ~

buyers.

" All of these writings'point up the fact that when
. .'

incomplete knowledge is admitted into the model of economic

man, uncertainty arises, and the-decision maker is forced

t~,.make decisions that may turn out to be irrational post

ho~. The lack of complete knowledge, in essence, is what

makes a decision necessary. If complete knowledge is

possibl:-e, the decision maker automatically chooses the

alternative which maximizes his goal--profit or any other

goal--without the deliberation that· accompanies the making

.of a decision.

However, in searchirig" fotthe role of inf~rmation in

d~cision making, it must'be recognized ~hat complete

knowledge entails more than complete -information. Complete

knowledge also includes the capacity'to.cpmprehend, organize

and analyze all relevant inforxnation. The decision maker

may haye complete information' --available to h~, but if he

lac~~ the capacity to process all of this information, then

per~fect knOWledge still cannot exist. Similarly, the

difficulty of the decision task and the number of factors

which must be taken into consideration affec~ the degree of
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knowledge possible. Here, within these limits, appears the

function of information. Earlier in this paper complete

knOWledge was said to be what makes a rational decision

.'possible.. Now with the addition of the terms "risk and

.'.c uncertainty" C:lnd "knowledge situations., II we- see that

knowledge (including information) function~ to -reduce risk

and· .-uncertainty. And within the constraints of the decision

maker's mental capacity and the complexity of the situation,

information also basically functions to reduce risk and

uncertainty. In this context also, Knight's distinguishment

between risk and uncertainty shows that information can
/

form the basis of probability knOWledge in uncertain

situations and thus convert uncertainty into risk.

Once the importance of incomplete knowledge and the

lack of information was recognized, decision making

researChers moved in two directions. Those interested in

describ~ng th~ process as it exists in the real world turned

to II descriptive" studies. Those who cling to the old pure

.;,. maximization model have become IInormativell theorists--

studying how decisions ought to be made to be rational.

·(c. f., Headley and Carlson, 1963)

As pointed out by Simon in the above quotation, the

relevant variable which descriptive theories must account

for is expectations--expectations being knowledge short of

perfect knowledge. Since the decision maker has less than
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perfect knowledge he necessarily makes decisions on the basis

of what he expects to occur in the future, ,and thes~ expec- .
:, ' ..

tationsmust be accounted for to preserve the r,ational model.

One of the first attempts to theoretically overcome

imperfect knowledge wa's the model of monopolistic competition

developed in the 1930·8 by E. H. Chamberlain and Joan
I' "."

Robinson (See Liebhafsky, 1963, pp. ?"6"~-3,02). This model took
l.oo4.,.':: '-".~~

the conditions of perfect competition--a.,.,~argenumber of

small firms with m1nute shares of the m~ket--~d tried to

explain why prices often differ for see~ngly ~g.entical

produ,~ts,. other factors being· equal. They "show:~¢l" that

because of locational advantages, advert~sin9, reputation,
" .. ' .

good will,' ' etc. firms face a demand curve that is less than

infinitelY elastic. Thus the model showed that the demand

curve for a firm slopes downward, although it is still

highly elastic.. and that within a certain range a firm

could charge a higher price than the perfect competition

equilibrium.

A second major'theoretical attempt to overCOIne

uncertainty was Von Neumann and Morgenstern'~ theory of
. -

games arid .economic- ·behavior. This .~ theory showed 'that

because of uncertainty about "1:hefu:ture' '"decision makers

use a probability strategy si~l'ar:,'"'to, one used by a

gambler. They theorized that ,the deoisidn: maker uses

probabilit·ies about the outcome of '.relevant events and that
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the consumer thus maximizes expected utility, the entrepreneur

expected profit.

The theory has been applied to oligopoly situations

where each firm faces a great deal of uncertainty about the

actions of competing firms. The oligopolistic firm then

uses a strategy to determine its behavior on the assumption

that the other firms will respond with actions .that will

maximize their own expected profit.

'. Fri·edman and Savage (1952) have used. game theory applied

to utility an'alysis to devis.e .a total utility C\lrve which

explains,.;why decis'ion makers purchase insurance or 'lottery

tickets when·' the cost of the insurance or lottery ticket

exceeds the expected payoff.

Arrow (1963, p. 710) discusses the contribution of

strate9~~~·.. to rational theory, stating:

••• ,::the theory of expectations has peen treated
as something to be added to a utility theory
involving choice over time • However, some
methods of forming expectations seem more rational
than others and, at least formally, one call' treat
the learning process itse·lf as a process of successive
choices by the individual. His domain of choice is
now a strategy--that is~ in each stage he finds his
next step as a function of all information available
to him up to the present time.

Dillon and Heady (1960) tested a number of game theoretic

strategies with Iowa farmers to determine if their decisions

were determined by a strategy. One such type of strategy is

the maximin. With this strategy the decision maker assumes
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nature will do its worst and chooses the alternative with

the largest minimum payoff. Another example 0'£ a strategy

-is Savagets concept of minimizing the maximum regret. -Here

the decision maker determines the highest and lowest payoff

from each, alternative, sUbtracts ,them, and Chooses the
r ~. ~ '-" ..
aiternative with the. smallest difference. In essence,

these models seek alternatives with little uncertainty.

A third strategy tested was the Hurwicz criterion
• -\ ,"', ~ " I"

or the pessimism-optimism index. If f3 (13 =-0-1) represents
"

the decision maker' s level of pessimism and (1- (:3) his

level of opt~~ism he then maximizes the function:
t- ':..

, .
a min ·a-· + (1- ~ ) max ·a- ·I" J 1J ,.~ J J.) (5)

If the decision maker is unwilling to take risk, {3 =1,

and the decision is made according to the maximin criterion.

The final strategy was the Laplace criterion or the

simple maximization of expected payoff. Here the probability

of payoff is multiplied times the possible payoff and the

highest expected payoff is chosen.

Dillon and Heady found that in a hypothetical

situation only the fi\iUtimin and Laplace strategies had

significant descriptive value. The maximin strategy was

used by farmers with low c?pital investment (indicating

conservatism) who were older and who had less than average

formal education. The Laplace strategy' was used by

younger, better educated farmers with a high capital
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iny~stm~nt. ~Vhen applied to a real-world situation, however,

~e .,:s.tr~~egies had little descriptive value. But Dillon and

Heady found that if the farmers had used any of the

strategies as a management quide (i.e., in a normative sense)

they w9ul~ have increased the resulting profit of their

decisions.

Some. theorists are now formulating'game theoretic models

using a subjective probability rather than an objective

probability (c.f., Savage, 1954). The theory then would

state that a decision maker maximizes what he believes Will

be his utility or profit in the future--i.e., he makes his

decisions on the basis of personal expectations about the

future. This modification of the original game theory seems

to have psychological content, as will be seen in the next

$ection.

A significant feature of these game theory strategies"

as far as the role of information is concerned, is that they

are all concerned with overcoming the lack of sufficient

information. Thus the role of information in reducing

unc~~t~inty can again be seen in that the less information
.... ..

a decision maker has, the less accurate his expectati.ons .

will be and the less chance his decisions will have of

being rational. Complete information would eliminate the

need for strategies, but uncertainty of the kind which

communicated information cannot eliminate is implicit in
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nature. Information cannot eliminate all uncertainty, but

can reduce it and improve the expectations on which

decision strategies must be based.

A 's'imilar type of descriptive work was done by the

farm management economists taking part in the interstate

managerial survey. Accepting the view of Oppenheim (1953)

that a decision is rational' if it is directed logically

by any goal--not necessarily profit--the economists found

the following steps in decision making: 1) problem

definition, '2)' observation (inclUding information seeking),

3) analysis,'; 4)' 'decision, 5) action, and 6) responsibility

bearing.'"

'All 'of this descriptive work has been aimed at

preserving the model of rational man while accounting for

its deficiencies. Other economists 'and ~any psychologists

point out the deficiencies' still remaining (as will be

seen in the next section),' but many economists point to

the fact that'-the rational man model still predicts

decision behavior better than any alternative model.

Friedman :'~l195j) has suggested that the theory is valuable

because the only test of a theory is its predictive power

and not the realism of its assumptions., Nagel and

Samuelson, among others, dispute this position. Nagel

(1963) says an economic theory is designed to explain as

well as predict and that the theory must describe the real
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world as well as predict the outcome of a ~arge class of

economic phenomena. Samuelson (1963) disputes Friedman's

viewpoint saying, "Abstract models are like scaffolding

used to build a structure; the structure must stand by

itself. If the abstract models contain empirical falsities,

we must jettison the models, not gloss over their

inadequacies. It

On the other hand, normative theo~ists acknowledge

the failings of the rational model but maintain that it is
a valuable tool in management ~ science. This normative

theory has developed mainly in the work on decision making

in the field of economic statistics.

Normative theorists have developed high powered

mathematical techniques to solve decision problems under

many types of conditions. The most widely used technique

at pr~~e~t. is linear-programming, which uses a linear

mathematical model to maximize profit, subject to given

restraints. Henderson and Quandt (1958# p. 76) provide

the following example of a linear prog;r~ing problem:

Consider the problem of ~ entrepreneur who
possesses fixed quantities of the minput-s ,whiqh
he desires to allocate -among the n activities in'
such a way as to m~imize his revenue. An
example might be provided by a f~er who possesses
fixed quantities of land, managerial labor, and
tractor hours and desires to determine opt~al

plantings of a number of alternative crops. The
entrepreneUr's revenue (R) is a linear function
of the activity (output) levels:
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where Pi is the fixed price that he receives for
a unit of qj. The entrepreneur will select
particular activity levels such that R is as
large as possible. He is not entirely free in
his selection of actihvity levels. The sum of
the amounts of the it input that he uses to
support the n ~ctivities cannot exceed his
fixed endoWIrie'nt (xi0): '

,.

o''allQr + "al'2Q2 + +' alnqn Xl·.. !:

a 21q
1 + a22q 2 + ·.. + a2nqn .. x20-. • . • . . . . · . • . . • • • •

Clmlql + ~2q2 + ·.. + ~qn - Xm°-
Linear programming is but one technique used in the

burgeoning field of operations research~-which can be

described as mathematical models and computer programs

to help businessmen make the most rational decisions

possible' (c.f., Manne, Miller and Starr. The"se
, '.

mathematical techniqU'es are essentially information

processing methbds'~' They aim.prove 'the decision maker 1 s

ability to comprehend, organize and analyze relevant

information--the constraint' on perfect knOWledge

discussed eari·ier·. .

But these 'precise computational techniques are only

as good as the information which they are asked to

analyze. Recognizing this, normative theorists have also

devised theories for the optimum level of search for

info~ation. Shannon and Weaver's (1949) information

theory provides a pr'ecise' measure of the amount of
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information needed to eliminate uncertainty. This measure,

known as entropy, consists of binary digits (bits), or the

logarithm to the base 2 of _all possible alternative

solutions to a problem. In other words, entropy (E) is the

number of times the complete listing of alternatives (N)

must be halved before all ~n~~rtainty is erased:

E =1092 N' (6)

However, the number of possible alternatives in this

theory may be-infinite or at least very large, and obtaining

complete certainty may often be uneconomical. A straight

marginal interpretation of the optimum level of search for

information would be that information shOUld be sought as

long as its marginal value-exceeds the ~ginal cost of

search. Several normative theorists have ,specified

mathematically this optimum level of search.

Charnes and Cooper ,(1958), for example, ,combined

search theory and linear programming in a mathematical

model useful for giving the optimum level of search in

operations research ,problems. Marshak (1954, 1959) has

formulated complicated mathematical models for the

value of information, as distinguished ~rom Shannon and

Weaver's amount of information. His mode~ predicts

payoff from new information and takes into account, supply

and demand price of information, the usefulness of

information, the probability of faulty information, etc.
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However, the most interesting theoretical discussion

of the optimal 'le,vel of search for information is that of

stigler (1961). His theory can be used normatively, but

it also has many descriptive implications. stigler

limits his discussion to one problem of information,

that of ascertainment of market price. In this regard,

stigler says 'i?Cice dispersion is a manifestation--and,

indeed, it is the measure of ignorance in the market.

For any buyer the expected savings from an additional unit

of search will be approximately the quantity (q) he

wishes to purchase times the expected reduction in price or:

.•. qlP~in t
The expected saving will be greater, the greater the

,.,. d1spersionof prices. The saving will also be greater..

the greate';r the expenditure on the commodity. • • The

cost of search, for a consumer, may be taken as

approximately proportional to the number of sellers

approached, for the chief cost is time••• It

Stigler .,al.S.o th.eor~z~s that sellers search· for

potential buyers as l~ng as their expected increase

in rece'ipts exceeds the cost of search. prices,

however, often vary in the market because the cost of

searching for additional buyers or"additional sellers

often exceeds the possible increase in receipts or

decrease in price.
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He then says i'nformation--in this case advertising-

functions to reduce the cost of. search. He gives the

example of classified advertis~~ents as an extremely

efficient way of identifying potential buyers and sellers.

"Advertising is, among other things, a method of providing

potential buyers with knOWledge of the identity of sellers.

It is an immensely powerful in.strument for the elimination

of ignorance. • • comparable in force to the use of the book

instead of the oral discourse to communicate knOWledge."

If m = the number of sellers, .x =the probability

anyone buyer will inform other buyers of the information,

and 6cm =the expected cost reduction from the informat.ionl

the value··.· of' information to buyers is approximately:

r
~
'-M=l

..

r: Am (1- ~ ) r-m A Sn
m! (r-m) ~ ~

(8)

Finally, St'igler says' that the cost of search is greater

in larger markets and for this reason specialized firms are

formed to disperse information. such firms might be trade

journals or specia1ized brokers.

Agricultural economists- often use a normative model to .

teach management procedures to farmers taking 'part in

Extension Service programs. Rieck and Pulver 'st.udied the

effectiveness of one 'of' "these programs. They formulated a

normative, rational decision model consisting of the steps

of orientation,observationl analysis and evaluation~ and
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In. summary, this survey of the rational economic

theo~ies and their modifications leaves a clearcut
. ,-' .

theoretical role for information in decision mak~ng. The

basic role of information is to reduce uncertainty. If

the decision maker h~s perfec~ knowledge lncl~~ing all

relevant info~ation and th~ ment~ capac~ty to process

it)# his decisions theor~~~callywill always be simple

maximizing ones. But when faced with uncertainty, the

decision maker must form expectations and use strategies

to rationally over,come the uncertain situation. In this

case, he uses information as the basis of.h~s expectations

or limited knowledge. The more information he has

available and which he can process" the more accurate his

expectations, and the more ,rational his decisions •

. According to economic theory, the decision maker

seeks out additional information to reduce uncertainty

as long as its expected payoff exceeds the cost of seeking

out the information. Information communicated to him

through indirect methods, such as through the mass media,
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reduces his cost of search-~since the principal cost of

search is time. Thus, in short, the more relevant, easily
..

~y~;lable information the decision maker has and can utili2e,

the l ..owe·r....will be his cost of search, the more accurate his

expectations, and the more rational his decisions.

The theory thus stated has many implications for

communications work. But before this theoretical role can

be accepted without reservations, two other lines of .,research

and theory must be discussed.

Reactions to the Rational Man Theory

Some of the reactions to the rational decision model

have come from economists. Shubik (1961), for instance, says,

lilt may.. be argued that this model is adequate to describe

the behavior of small individually owned enterprises, with

low capitalization, no (or few and unimportant) market

imperfe~tions, no influence in the market an~ no problems

caused by lack of perception, incomplete information or

uncertainty. II

He feels an adequate theory of the firm must reflect:

1) the goals of the individual as a decision maker, 2) the

firm as a formal organization and economic unit, and 3) the

interactions of firms in the socia-economic and politico-

economic environment.
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Shubik agrees with the major point of the present

paper when he points out th~t an 'important variable left

out of economic theory is ~nforrnation and its cost. He

says.economic man could not comprehend all relevant

information even if it were available. Economic man, he

adds, necessarily operates un~er conditions of low

information. He cites an experimental oligopoly situation

where the players in the experiment reaChed a non-.

cooperative equili1?rium when they had limited information.

But with co~~lete; ~nformation they moved toward a point~ -on .'

the Pareto opt~malsurfa~e, where, according the rational .

theory, neither could gain by cooperating further with the

other. 10/

ShaCkle- (1958) says the old economic man was thrown

out by the Keynesian revoluti0t?-. Economists learned,

then that "men's' fantasies and figments of the mind affect.~·"

decisions." He asks psychologists to equip the economic

man with an expectation formi~g capacity. "What we seem

to need is ~ome mean's of describing the mental set-u,p

lO/In this regard, it can be seen that an important
part of pUblic policy in relation to oligopolistic firms
is to prevent the free flow of information between the
firms in order to prevent collusion, market sharing,
profit fixing, etc.
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on which news and fresh impressions' impinge; some means of

classifying diff~rent types of' this pattern; and some means

of visualizing how they affect expectations, 'making th~m

different than before. It

Tobin and Trenery Dolbear (1963, p. 681) conclude:

But in the last analysis, rationality cannot apply
to conditions of uncertainty. It may be that,
instead of seeking a qu,asi rationality wh,ich can
be applied to those situations, we shoUld, as
descriptive scientists rather than advisers, look
more, directly for the manners in whiCh individuals
and groups simplify and structure complicated
situations in which they must make decisions whose
outcomes they cannot control or predict.

They add that although the real world' does not seem

to fit the rational model, the normative scientists using

mathematical models and computers to make maximization """

feasible are well on their way to making the business '

world over to fit the model.

weiskopf, in his book The Psychology'of Economics

(1955), says the rational decision model was .'never real.istic.

Rather, the theory emerged' from the dominant 'value pattern

of the 19th century Victorian period. Marshall, he says,

saw the world through the eyes of a Victorian moralist and

consequently imposed his values on'what he thought was

reality.

These reacting economists criticize the rational model

but offer no constructive replacement. A "school" of

economists of a somewhat earlier period, however,
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challenged the rational decision theory primarily on

methodological grounds and offered a complementary theory.'.

The school, ~Qwn as the American institutionalists,

was made up -p~;imarily of Thorstein veblin, Wesley Clair,

Mitchell and John R. Commons.

The institutionalists believed social, economic,

legal and political institutions--habitual forms of

structure, organization and behavior--regulate the conduct

of individuals. They objected to the deductive method of

the rational theories on the grounds that the method might

be ad~ate within one particular institutional structure

but that it does not account for changes in institutions

which change the nature of economic behavior. They

stressed the study of institutions through the inductive

method and collection of data about actual day-to-day

economic performance in order to explain economic

phenomena.

Veblin (1909), for instance, in criticizing ma~ginal

utility theory stated:

The limitations of the marginal-utility
economics are sharp and clear••• marginal
utility theory is of a wholly statical character.
It offers no theory of a movement of any kind,
being occupied with the adjustment of values to
a given situation. •• It is characteristic of
the school that whenever an element of the
cultural fabric, an institution or any
institutional phenomenon, is involved in the
facts with which the theory is occupied, such
institutional facts are taken for granted,
denied, or explained away.
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.: C~mmons (1934, p. 697) similarly states:

~1hen a new worker goes into a factory or on a farm,
'or when a beginner starts in a profession or a
business, everything may be novel and unexpected
bec'ause not previously met in his experience.
Gradually he learns the ways of doing things that
are expected from him. They become familiar. He
forgets that they were novel when he began. He is
unable even to explain them .to·outsicers. They
have become routine, taken for granted. His mind
is no longer called upon to think about them. • •
We speak of such minds as institutionalized. But
all minds are institutionalized by whatever
habitual assumptions they have acquired and they
take fo~ granted, so that they pay no attention to
them except when some limiting factor emerges and
goes contrary to what they were habitually
expecting.

Two writers who have made proposals for alternative

models based on empirical evidence are the economic

psyChologists Herbert Simon and George Katona.

Simon (1959., 1963) reviews the developments in economic

theory mentioned in the previous section whiCh he feels

have been important modifications in the concept of

.-

economic man. The he adds (1953, p. 710):

But extending the classical theory to these new
areas requires more than broadening the definition
of rationality. In addition, it requires a
distinction 'between the objective environment in
which the economic actor "really" lives and tbe
subjective environment that he perceives and ~o'

which he responds. "When the distinction is .
made, we can no longer predict his behavior-
even if he behaves rationally--from the
Characteristics of the objective environment:
we also need to know something about his
perceptual and cognitive processes.
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Simon suggests that man is more of a satisficing

animal than a maximizing one. Rather than examining all

possible alternatives and seeking all relevant information#

man chooses the first alternative which satisfies his

personal level of aspiration. He says this satisficing

model is richer than a maximizing model becua.se it treats

not only equilibrium but also the method of reaching

equilibrium.

citing studies on aspirations by Kurt Lewin (See

below), he points out that:

Psychological studies of the formation and
change of aspiration levels support propositions
of the following kinds. Ca) t'1hen pe~formance

falls short of the level of aspiration, search
behavior (particularly search for ne~ alternatives
of action) is induced. (b) At the same time"
the level of aspiration begins to adjust itself
downward until goals reach levels that are
practically attainable. (c) If the two
mechanisms just listed operate too slowly to
adapt aspirations to performance, emotional
behavior--apathy or regression, for example-
will replace rational adaptive behavior.
(1959, p. 263)

S~on concludes that the rational maximizing model

is adequate for simple, slow-moving situations where the

decision maker has a single operational goal. But, "As

the complexity of the environment increases, or its

speed of change, we need to know more and more about

the mechanisms and process that economic man uses to

relate himself to that environment and achieve his

goals" (1959, p. 279).
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Katona bases his work on' surveys of economic behavior

conducted at the University of Michigan Survey Research

Center. Throughout his writings, Katona stresses the

effect of habit on economic behavior. He says consumers

and businessmen often find that repeating past action.,.

is the easiest and .the leas~ risky decision because the

outcome of the present situation usually approximates

closely the outcome of similar situations in. the past.

Katona (1953, p •. ~09) distinguishes between habitual

behavior and genuine.decision making. He·says psychologiccal

research has demonstrated how habits are formed through
. ~ .t ~

experiments on learning nonsense syllables, lists of words,

mazes and conditioned responses. These babits, once formed,

are to some extent automatic and inflexible. Genuine

problem solving behavior" on the other hand., occurs when a

problem or question has been. aJ:·oused. Habitual behavior is

the most common type of behavior, and problem-solving

behavior is a deviation from habit.

And, Katona adds, "Strong motivational forces-

stronger than those which elicit habitUal behavior-- must

be present to call forth problem--solving behavior. Being

in a 'crossroad situation,' facing 'choice points' or

perceiving that something new has occurred are typical

instances in which we are motivated to deliberate and

choose" (1953, p. 310).
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Consumers" he has found, use habitual behavior in

making most purchases except when they make expenditures

on large~ expensive items which they purchase infrequently.

Even for these large expenditures, habit, when it has had

a chance to be formed and to persist, often overrules

genuine weighing of alternatives and seeking of information.

Business decisions, he says, generally are assumed to

be more genuine than habitual. But this assumption too

has many exceptions. He· points out (1951, pp. 231-238)

that firms rely on many hab·itual practices or standardized

rules in making pricing and other decisions. Only \\~hen.
. .

strong pressures from competitors or from fear of large

losses occur does careful deliberation and weighing of

alternatives t~e place.

Katona's contribution is well illustrated in the

following passage (1953, p. 647):

There can be no doubt that habits are powerful
among businessmen and consumers. . Following
established -procedures or rules of thumb. or
acting in a routine way have often beeri
described in studies of business b~havior. If

.. businessmen were to consider every item' of
information they receive--every piece of news~

~ach letter or telephone call--as giving 'rise to
a problem which needs to be studied and analyzed,

..they would have no time to conduct their -
business. In larger firms, delegation of
authority is necessarY7 employees with lower
status usually are given instructions and

.~les to follow rather than permission to
make independent decisions. Many well
established business procedures find their
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or1g1n in conventions that prevail in the entire
trade or industry: others have been used for
long periods in the firm; others develop over
relatively short spans of time. Similarly,
consumers often adopt ways of spending and
saving that preva~l in their country, the~

family," or' social group, or ways acquired
through their own experience.

Cyert and March (1963), colleagues of Simon, formulated

a "behavioralt.heory of' the 'firm" with similar results as

Katona and Simon. Businessmen, they found, generally make

decisions on the basis of' established rules. The l,evel of

search for new alternatives is intensified only when

existing solutions are perceived as inadequate. "This means

that decision making is likely to reflect a response to

local problems of apparent pressing need as. much as it will

reflect continuing plann-ing '~on the part· of the organization II

(P. 79).

Cyert and March admit that the firm does have sub

stantial ability to solve problems and make decisions·.

But they add that the firm is limited by the 'uncertainties

of its environment, the problems of maintaining a viable

organization and the limitations on its capacity to

assemble, store and utilize information. As such, they

theorize that the fi~ is an adaptively rational system

rather than an omnisciently rational system. The firm

rationally adapts its decisions to tn~ knOWledge it has

and to the limitations of its environment and
' ..~ •.' .. I .. , ,

t;., :

... \,
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organizational structure. But it is not rational in the

perfect knowledge sense envisioned by most economic theorists.

They say (p. 99) that the firm as an adaptive institution

has the following characteristics:

1. There exist a number of states of the system.
At any point in time, the eristem in some sense
"prefers II. some of these states to others.

2. There exists an external source of disturbance
or shock to the system. These shocks cannot
be controlled.

3. There exist a number of decision variables
internal to the system. These variables are
manipulated according to some decision rules.

4. Each combination of external shocks and
decision variables in the system changes the
,state of the system. Thus, given an existing
state, an external shock, and a decision, the
next state is determined.

5. Any decision rule that leads to a preferred
state at one point is more likely'to be used
in the future than it was in the past; ·any ."
decision rule that leads to a noripreferred
state at one point is less likely to be used·
in the future than it was in the past.

They 'say that a firm in making a decision selects one

alternative but that alternatives which are chosen are

usually similar to those used in the past. If alternatives

are generated one at a time, the firm-simply chooses the

first alternative that satisfies its objective. If more

than one alternative is generated at a time, a choice

process takes place and maximization rules may be applied

to select an alternative.
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In regard to information, seeking, they found'that firms

often make a definite commitment to action before the search

for information has proceeded very far. However1 the

search becomes more intensive as the decision approaches

implementation. Communication within the firm, Cyert and

March have found" has an important effect on decision making.

Communication in the system is aff~cteQ by the situation

and goals of the individuals who transmit the information

through the channels of the firm. This biasing and·

counterbiasing has an important ,effect on a firm's

expectations and subsequent decisions~ and an improved

communication system within the firm can do much to

eliminate these biases.

Duncan, writing on the contributions psychology could

make to economics, rules out theories of abnormal behavior"

instinct theory, or structuralist explanations. What is

needed" he concludes, "is a general theory of the normal

behavior of the normal individual, and moreover, a theory

of dynamic equilibrium." This limitation, he adds l

narrows the field to theories descended from functionalism

and behaviorism. What Duncan calls for seems to be what

Simon, Katona and Cyert and March have contribu.ted.

Shackle (1952) has formulated ~.~~ory: of decision
,.,". :~~::. ,<:1' ::: . '.,,; ,: .. ;..

ma1ting based on potential "surprise. '\.. , \tIe feel,s a decision

maker decides between alternatives on the basis of the
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Also, more search is undertaken for large, seldomly

purchased items such as a house or car because they have a

higher price and ~e possible payoff, from additional search

is much higher (See equation 8).

One other approach to unders,tanding decision making

is the computer simulation technique. Newell, Shaw and
....'#

Simon (1958)" provide an example of this technique. They

see decision making as an information processing mechanism

and attempt to simulate that mechanism. This processing

system is governed bya set of rules which if discovered

could be simulated and decisions thus predicted. They now
., .

have devised a' computer progr'am· which :can solva logic
'... . ~~. ~ .

, .
problems in much the same manner as a~human doing the same

problem. Their work, however, ag,ain assumes all relevant
"

information is available and thus fails to treat the

information seeking aspects of decision making.

Aside from the studies summarized above, a great deal

of work on decision making-has been done in psychology,

but on decisions which are not~ecessarily economic ones.

Lanzetta and Kanareff (1962), hypothesized that the

,expected value maximization theory is equivalent to an

instrumental conditioning model. They theorized that

when a decision maker makes a decision Which is rewarded

with a high paYOff, the payoff will reinforce him, and

he will be inclined to make that decision again. Through
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successive trials· and ··errors he would' asymptotically

approach the maximum· payoff, gradually getting closer

to it but never fully reaching it.

They tested this hypothesis in an experimental

situation under various conditions of information cost

and level of aspiration, but found no support for the

hypothesis. They:added, however, that the results may

have been n~9ative because the reinforcement factor is

uncertainty reduction rather than paYOff, and their

experimental situation resulted in a low level of

uncertainty reduction when 'correct decis10ns were made.

They also found that low information seekers spent more

time proces.sing data and making a decision. They were

careful and deliberate and made maximum use of the

information they had before seeking more. High

information seekers were more interested in a

superficial exposure to a great deal of ~formation

and thus spent less time processing data and made

quicker decisions.

Feather (1959) reviewed five independent-lines of

research in decision making which he said,::u.tii·ized

essentially the same concepts and predictive- equations.

In each theory, a resultant force--a kind of' action--
..

was related to a maximized combination of Yalence or

subjective prObability factors. ··All of these, he
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attractiveness of an outcome or the feeling of success it' " .'.

brings, and the prObability of success as seen by him.

Lewin et ale summarize their theory as follows

(p. 376):,

Most of the qualitative and quantitative results
related to the level of aspiration can be linked
with three factors, namely, the seeking of
success, the avoiding of failure, and the
cognitive factor of a probability judgment. The
strength of these forces and the values
corresponding to the sUbjective probability
depend on many aspects of the life space of the
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individual at that time,' particularly on the
way he sees his past experience and on the
scales of reference which are characteristic
for his culture and his personality. ","

Valence (va) of each level (n) of ac~ivity (Va(An»

includes negative valence that future failure has on the

level of activity (Va(FaiAn» and positive valence of

success (va(SucA
n»:

'," n n
Va(An ) =Va(sucA ) + Va(FaiA ) (9)

Positive valence increases with the difficulty of the

goal, reaching a maximum at the ~apacity level of a

person's ability. Negative valence increases in the

opposite manner in that negative valence is greater. for

easy tasks and lowest for difficult tasks.

The weighted valence of success Ova(sucAn) is the

product of the valence and the subjective probability

of success:

The corresponding formula for failure is:
, n

OVa(FaiAn) =Va(FaiAn) • p(FaiA ) (11)

These weighted valences of success and failure in a

given choice situation make'up' the decision',maker's' level

of aspiration which sUbsequently influence his decision.

Lewin et ale say that the probability scale': is influenced

by past experience (both amount"of experience and amount

of success), goal structure of the activity (whether the
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goal has an upper and lower limit), and .wishes, fears and

expectatiqns. The valence scale is influenced. by group

standards as well as difficulty of the task.

Tolman (1955) discusses decision making from the

context of "perfor~ance," by which he means a generalized

way of behaving which can be discovered in two' or more test

situations. As an example he cites the experimental

situation where a rat in a Skinner box must decide whether

to turn right or left. Performance.. Tolman says" is,

determined by th~~e factors, need-push, valence~. and

expectancies. Need-push is "that portion of a drive Which,,'

under the concrete stimulus 'conditions of the moment, gets

into the behavior.. s·pace." Examples for experimental rats

are food depriva~ion, sex deprivation or water deprivation.

Valences are "conceived as bearing nearly the same relation

to incentive-values that need-pushes bear to drives. 1I

Examples, again for a rat, are foods, sex objects .or

liquids.

A "belief expectancy" is an "acquired expectancy of

greater or less certainty and permanence, which will tend

to lead to an activated expectation'whenever an instance

of the given sign stimulus-unit is presented. 1I

Tolman states the entire theory as follows:

My final argument is that as a result of (i)
the need-push for food, (ii) the positive valence
of the expected food, (iii) the need-push against
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work, and (iv) the negative valence of the
expected work, there results the performance
vector Pv.,

This performance vector specifies the direction and

magnitude of performance according to the following

equation:
. '

Pv =fx (nf, vf' eXPf) -.fy(n_w, v_w' eJCPw) (12)

where n f =positive need-push
n_~ negative need-push
exp: expectation
vf =positive valence
v_w= negative valence

Tolman does not specify the actual form of the

equation, but states that the function may be mu~tiplicative.

Rotter (1954) theorizes that behavior potential is a

fu~ction of expectancy and reinforcement value. Behavior

potential is the "potentiality of any behavior's o.ccurring

.in any given situation or situations as calculated in

r~lation to arty single reinforcement or set of reinforcements.

Expectancy is the "probability held by the individual that

a particular reinforcement will occur as a function of a

spe~i,fic behavior on his part in a specific situation or

sitqations. Expectancy is independent of the value or

importance of the reinforcement. 1I Reinforcement value

"may be ideally defined as the degree of preference for

any reinforcement to occur if the possibilities of their

occurring were all equal. u
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Rotter's basic equation is thus:

B.P.X,S1,Ra =f(EX,Ra,S1& R~V.a) (13)

This equation reads that the potential for behavior l5 to

occur in situation 1 in relation to reinforcement ~ is a

function of the expectancy of the occurrence of reinforcement

a following behavior ~ in situation 1 and the value of

reinforcement !._

Reinforcement value, in turn, is determined by

reinforcements it has been associated with, has led to,

or has been perceived to lead to in past experience:

R.V. s =f(~ ~R(b ) & R.V. (b-n) 81) (14)a1, 1 a-' -n ,

In other words, the value of reinforcement ~ in situation

1 is a function of the .expectancies that this reinforcement

will lead to the other reinforcements b to. n in situation
~ ..

1 and the values of these other reinforcements .E. to .a in

situation 1.

Rotter· s expectancy is not an actuarial probability

but a probability calculated from past histories of

reinforcement and a generalization of expectancies from

related behavior-reinforcement sequences. But the more

experience an individual has in a given situation, the

less he will rely on generalization from similar experiences.

The equation for expectancy is:

(15)
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i.e., an expectancy (ESI ) is a function of the expectancy

for a given reinforcement to occur as a result of previous

experience in the same situation (EA
I

) and expectancies

generalized.from other situations (GE) divided ~y some

function of the number of experiences in the sp~cific

situation (NsI).

Edwards (1954) discusses a number of economic and

psychological decision theories and stresses the importance

of subjective probabilities in game theory. Edwards (1955)

then tested experimentally the expected utility (EU) game

theory model and his subjective expected utility (SEU)

model. The subjective expected'utility model predicted

experimental decision behavior fairly well, but the

expected utility model did not.

In his work 9n risk taking behavior l Atkinson (1957)
.....

states that, "The strength of motivation to perform SOUle

act is assumed to be a mUltiplicative function of the

strength of the motive, the expectancy (subjective

probability) that the act will have as a consequence the

attainnent of an incentive, and the value of the

incentive: Motivation = f(Motive x Expectancy x

Incentive)." A motive, according to Atkinson is "conceived

of as a disposition to strive for a certain kind of

satisfaction, as a capacity for'" satisfaction in the

attainment of a certain class of incentives." He points
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.Qut that there are two dominant motives--the motive to

achieve and the motive to avoid failure. An incentiv~ is

the relative attractiveness or unattractiveness of a goal

in a specific situation. Expectancy is sUbjective

probability or "cognative anticipation."

His experiments were designed to determine the

effects of the above two motives when performance is

measured against some standard of performance. The major

,implications of his findings are: a) performance level

should be greatest when there is greatest uncertainty

about the outcome regardless of which motive is strongest"

and b) persons in whom the achievement motive is stronger

prefer intermediate risk" while persons with the dominant

motive of avoiding failure prefer either very easy and

safe undertakings or extremely difficult and speculative

undertakings.

Feather summarizes the results of these five lines

of research in the following table:

Theorist

Lewin, et ale

Tolman

Rotter

Edwards

Atkinson

Concept

sUbjective prob. ~ valence

expectation, need-push,
valence

expectancy + reinforce
ment value

sUb. probe x utility

expectancy (motive x
incentive value)

Resultant

force (weighted
valence)

performance
vector

behavior potential

SEU

resultant
motivation
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Feather feels.. however" that none of these theories

adequately show the effect which different levels of

subjective probability have on decision malting. In his

experimental work he found: a) As the goal object becomes

less likely in the eyes of the subjec~ ~e wishes to

obtain it more. The increased attractiv,eness is more

apparent in ego-related than in. chance-related situations

and more in achievement-oriented than in relaxed

situations. b) As the goal object becomes less likely

for a subject, there is less tendency for him to choose

it even though it has achievement value. This is less

apparent, however,~ in ego-related and achievement

oriented conditions.

Siegel (1957) also agrees that L~win's work can be

reduced to game theory terms. However, he expands the

theory by showing in his experiments that level of

aspiration is included in the sUbject's utility of his

achievement goals. The .decision ,model should recognize,

he says, that utility has a model of its own whose main

concepts are level of ' aspiration (LA) and reinforcement

effects (R). His model of decision making is thus:

SEU =t Piui

u- - -e (LA, R)
1 -

Pi - probability-
U

1 - utility (16)-
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Cartwright and Festinger (1943) studied decision making

from the standpoint of the interactions of decision time,

decision confidence and .decision difficulty. They say that

an individual in a decision situation chooses the alternative

toward which the stronger force is directed. If the two

forces are equal, no choice can be made. Thus whenever a

balance of forces is approached decision time will be

lengthened. The strength" of each of the forces <'depend on

the amount of weight or potency each situation' has for the

subject. In the authors' words.:

Stated formalistically, in overlapping situations,
the strength of the effective force acting on a
person. (OfP, .g) is equal to the strength which
that force would have if there were only one
situation, multiplied by the potency of the
situation to ~~~ch it belongs:

(17)

The potency of each overlapping situation is determined

by the subject' s feeling that his jUdgment is correct.

Confidence which an individual has in his judgment is then

the difference in potency between the two overlapping

situations. If he has no confidence, the difference in

potency is zero. cartwright and Festinger then use this

theory to predict the relative frequency of which each

alternatives will be chosen and the time needed to make the

decision. Festinger (1943, 1943) has tested the theory

and found it to predict very accurately.
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Block and Petersen (1955) cite Cartwright and Festinger's

work and, adding to it, sho~ed experimentally that personality

characteristics affect decis~on time and decision-- confidence.

Summarizing their results, Block and Petersen say:

Overly confident people tended to be rigid and
dogmatic; overly cautious people tended toward
in1;rospection Woj;d self-abasement, and :~dividuals

with realistic confidence in their decision
appeared to'be self-reliant and socially
perceptive. Fast deciders (in this partiCUlar
situation) were passive~ suggestible, and
conforming, while slow deciders were ascendant,
self-assured, and humorous.

Summarizing the work cited thus far in this section

leads ~o; three conclusions: 1) The work of Simon, Katona,

and "Cyert. and March show th,at habitual or satisficing

behavior is the predominant type of economic behavior but

genuine decision making--weighing of alternatives, seeking

of information, etc.--takes place when important, cross

ro~s decisions are made or in:'new situations where habits

bay~ .not yet been formed. This- importance of habit was

also .stressed by the institutional school of economists

i:n .. th.eir criticism of the theories of marginalism.

'. 2) Psychological research has shown that when

genuine decisions are made, they can be predicted with

a subjective expected utility form of game theory model.

This research also explains why habit is often used in

place of genuine decision making. Shackle, Lanzetta and
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Kanareff, Lewin et al., Tolman, Rotter, Atkinson, Edwards,

and Feather all stress the importance of subjective

probability in decision making (although each uses somewhat

different terms). They found subjective probability to be

formed through conditioning, past experience, the person's

life space~ and experience in related situations. In

other words., in new situations, a person has little

experience on which to base his expectancies (subjective

probabilities), and he uses genuine decision making to

improve these expectancies. Once expectancies become

fixed in the decision maker' s mind, habit sets it: and

habit may then be the most economical form of decision

making. Stigler pointed this out when he said that habit

in a marltet situation often reduces the cost of search

because successive asking prices are positively

correlated~ Also, when the decision maker faces important~~

and infrequent--decisions, a great deal of time has usually

passed since he has made a similar decision. Thus he

engages in genuine decision making because his -subjective

probabilities have become outdated.

3) Personality variables, aspiration levels, confidence,

motivation~, different valencesor utilities, and other

human characteristics influence the speed and manner in

which decisions are made.
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The third conclusion does little harm to the rational

economic model and its implications for information, but

shows that individual differences can prevent decisions .

from being made in the predictable manner. These are

probably the differences Marshall felt would be balanced

out in the aggregate by the law of large numbers, but

differences which become important in individual cases.

The first two conclusions, however, both support

and challenge the rational model. They show that the

purely rational model works only part of the time--that

part being when major decisions and/or new decisions are

made. The role of information for these decisions

remains unchanged--reducing uncertainty, improving

expectations, and cutting the cost of search, all within

the constraints of the difficulty of the situation and

the mental capacity of the decision maker.

However, the prominence of habitual decision making

makes it necessary to modify the rational theory. In

decision situations where the decision maker has previous

experience" or perceives that he has had previous

experience, habit sUbstitutes for the decision process

and information then is not sought or used. This

suggests two possible additions to a theory on the role

of information in the de'cision process. Information
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could be the force which causes the decision maker to realize

he is at a crossroads and which jolts him from~ his habitual

behavior into his decision making behavior. It can also

be the base upon which the decision maker, intentionally or

unwittingly, shapes the pattern for future habitual

behavior as a sUbstitute for genuine decision making.

Two theories from the field of mass communications can..
be used to explain these modifications of the rational

model. The first is Festinger',s' (1957) ~eory of cognitive

dissonance. This theory states that the individual

constantly seeks a s.tate of cognitive balance in which

cognitions about himself....knowledge~ belief and opinions--

are consistent with cognitions about the environment.

Dissonance arises when these cognitions differ.

When dissonance is present, an individual seeks out

information to reduce the dissonance. In doing so., he

usually seeks information consistent with his attitudes

and beliefs and avoids inconsistent info~ation. Festinger

supports the implications of this theory with res~lts from

an experimental gambling. situation in whiCh dissonance

was artificially produced.

Cohen, Brehm and Latan~ (1959) repeated the experiment

with the same results. However, they also found that

dissonance-produced information seeking was stronger when

the subject's position was made pUblic.
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This theory explains why decision ~ers seek

.. information for important decisions .1?ut .rely on' habit for

..Small decisions. A perception of possible failure in the

important decision would create a higher state of dissonance

.than in the minor decision and thus more time would be

spent in seeking information on alternatives. However, the

selective exposure and avoidanc~ implications of this

theory do not seem to hold up under the empirical

evidence that genuine decisions are made on the basis of

a game theory model--unless the view is taken that

selective exposure and avoidance influence sUbjective

probability.

Freedman and Sears (1965) reviewed the literature on

selective exposure and concluded that the ~vailable

evidence does not support the hypothesis.. They suggest

that utility of the information and previous exposure to

~e information may determine exposure. This 'finding

supports the conclusion sta.ted.. abqve, namely that· in

new situations and in crossroads decisions information

is sought and genuine decisions are made Whereas in most

other situations habitual behavior rules.

In the new situation the decision maker has little

previous exposure to relevant information and ~us·

seeks out information on both sides of the ,issue. In

cros'sroads" decisions, information has more utility and
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more is sought out. Perhaps., then., in habitual behavior

situations, the selective exposure and avoidance

implications of Festinger I s theory would hold. And it is

possible that the reason Festinger~s hypothesis has not

always been found to be true ,in experimental situations is

that habitual situations have been confused with" genuine

decision situations.

Another explanation of the differences in decision

behavior and information seeking can be given using the

orientation paradigm developed by Carter. The paradigm is

as follows:

(Figure 1)

I is the individual in the orientation situation.
01 and 02 are two objects from the environment

which are situationally relevant.

ai is the pertinence relation, based on an
attribute which both 0 and 0 possess to. 1· 2
some extent.

P1 and P2 represent the extent to which 01 and
02 possess the attribute ai.

8
1

and 82 are the salience relations between I
and the two objects •.

~. "II) .. •

. i 1
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The essential features of this paradigm ar~ the

individual, .' t\t?o objects relevant to the environmental

situation, and attributes held jointly by the objects.

The individual has both a salience and a pertinence

relationship with these obj·ects.

Saliences are a psychological closeness to the objects

develop~.<;i by personal experience • In Carter' swords,

tiThe salience relation indicates the 'psychological

distance' between the individual and a given object. It

is a function of the. previous reinforcement history for

that object.as a consequence of directed behaviors

following previous orientations. This value tends to

be relatively independent of 'the attribute or attributes

by which the object may be or have previously been seen

as pertine~t to another object ...

In other words, saliences seem to be habitual values

for an object which have developed out of "previous

orientations" or situations \Alhere the individual was

forced to make a new decision and the choice whiCh he

put into action then became psychologically close to him.

A salient value, once formed, tends to hold across

situations and is not specific to one situation.

The pertinence relationships are the d~gree to

which each object possesses a relevant attribute (ai).

These relationships are independent of the psyChological
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closeness to the individual. Pertinence relationships,

according to carter, are "contingent on the given situation

and the fact that some attribute makes the juXtaposition

of the two objects relevant."
. .

An example of a salience relationship in economics

would be the statement: "1: don't knO\"l why but I just like

cattle. II A statement of a pertinence relationship would

be: "I "am going to raise cattle this year rather than hogs

because with the expected markiet prices they will be more

profitable per dollar. of investment...

Salience relationships seldom Change once they are

formed, and exposure to new information, persuasive messages,

etc. have little effect on them. pertinence relationships,

however, are completely objective and are sUbject to. change

when new information is acquired.

carter 'points out that when an individual is oriented

to only one object--when he is in the "goal-seeking mode"

--the only influence is the salience relationship. The

only discrimination then used by the individual is

recognition. But when the individual is oriented toward

two objects--ttthe evaluative mode"--pertinence relationships

become important, and the primary discriminations used are'

inclusion and exclusion.

In a statement whic11 ShO\'lS the relevance of these two

modes of behavior to decision making" Carter says:
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In problem solving activities it is essential
for the individual to be in the evaluative mode
if he is to process information and make
discriminations other than recognition. Thus,
some lIinsight ll phenomena may derive their
appearance of suddenne'ss from the switch in
mode by the individual from goal seeking to
evaluation.

The person in the goal-seeking mode needs only to
find his goal.. so to speak. He is 'looking for a
referent as a locator. This person is parti~ularly
susceptible to a phenomenon of selective perc~ption
--i.e., of non-recognition, from the observer's
point of view.

This theory, then, seems to explain well the findings

of Simon, Katona, and others. When the, individual makes

decisions habitually, he is in th~:one-object, "goal

s~~k~ng mode. 1I Salience re~ationships (his personal

feelings about the object) then are the only important

relationships, and his only discrimination or decision

that needs to be made is recognition. But "when the

.given situation makes two objects relevant"--the

crossroads decision--orin a ne-Vl situation where

saliences have not yet been formed evaluation of the

alternative objects takes place on the basis of .

pertinences. " Here information is important, and

information is sought. Information functions to make

the attributes of each object clear and to reduce

uncertainty in the decision.
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Social Effects on Decision Making

A great deal of research on decision processes has also

been carried out in the field of sociology, most of this

work being done in connection with the diffusion of

innovations. 'Principal studies have centered around the

adoption of ,new farm practices, diffusion of new practices

among doctors, and others. This work corresponds closely

with the work of economists, as the acceptance or

rejection of an innovation is simply the making of a

decision•.

A prominent sociological theory is that the diffusion

process takes place in stages. Wilkening (1953, p. 9)

prObably was one of the first to recognize these stages

when he stated:

An understanding of Why farmers do or don't
accept improved practices requires that one
recognize acceptance as a process composed of:
learning, deciding and acting over a period of
time. The adoption of a specific practice is
not the result of a single decision to act but
of a series of actions and thought processes.

Roger s (1962 ,pp. 76-86) reviews over 500 studies

of the diffusion of innovati.ons and lists the following

five at.ages found in mos·t of the studies.

1. Awareness---The individual is exposed to the
innovation but laCks complete
information about it.

2. Interest----The individual becomes interested in
the new idea and seeks additional
information about it.
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3. Evaluation--The individual mentally applies the
innovation to his present and
anticipated"future' situation and
then decides_Wheth~r or not to try it.

4. Trial~------The individual uses the innovation on
a small scale 'in order to determine its
utility in his own situation.

5. Adoption----The individual decides to continue the
. full use of the innovation.

This model is very similar to the economic decision

model of Johnson" et al. and Rieck and Pulver. The

difference is that economists view the initial stage in

the process as purposive--i.e., the individual recognizes

that a problem exists and then purposely seeks a solution

to the problem. Sociological researchers, on the other,

hand, generally view the awareness stage as random or non-.

purposive.

Economists~ in other words~ look at rationality fr()m .. :

the standpoint of an individual decision maker Who faces

a problem situation and wishes to choose the one alternative

among many which will best solve his problem. If this

choice involves adopting a new idea or practice, the economist

does not care whether the idea or practice is rational for

all decision makers in the social system, but only that it

be rational for the specific individual involved.

Sociologists, however, in studying adoption of new

techniques'choose a teC?hnique which they feel every rational

decision maker in the social system should adopt. They do
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not look at each individual's specific situation to ascertain

whether the practice in question mayor may not be useful

for him. Rather they watch the stages which the individual

goes through in adopting the practice and also the influence

of the social system in the processing and diffusion of

information about the practice and the part the individual's

role in the social system plays in the adoption of the

innovation.

Rogers points out, however, that one sociologist-

Hassinger~-argues that awareness must be initiated by the

individual. He may be exposed to the innovation but will

not be aware of it, Hassinger argues, until he has a problem

or need that the innovation ~romises to solve. Hassinger's

viewpoint is similar to what John Dewe¥ calls an indeterminant

situation (c.f., Logic: The Theory of Inquiry). Dewey argues

that a person" participates in ongoing activities solely on

the basis of habit, without 'even needing to think about the

activity, until he faces an uncertain~ indeterminant, or

problematic situation. Then the person thinks and choose a

course of action which will best all.eviate the indeterminant

situation.

Rogers (p. 82), in viewing the conflict states: nperhaps

one is faced with a chicken-and-egg type of question. Does

a need precede awareness of an innovation or does awareness

of a new idea create a need for that innovation. The

available research studies do not yet provide a clear

answer to this question l but tentative evidence suggests the

latter is more common. 1I
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p~rhaps, in view of this methodological difference

_betw~en economists and sociologists, it may be questionable

~'whether the two points of view can be integrated in a

theory of decision making~ The diffusion model which has

evolved from sociological work can be criticized on

several grounds (these will be ,q~scussed later)., but it

does have one valuable contribution to an economic theory

of decision making. That is.; ~e diffusion model

illustrates the effect which a ,social system has on

decisions made by economic ac'tors--a factor which

economists often overlook. This is especia,lly important

for a theory concerned with the role of information in

the decision process because the '''social system- itself

is an important, communications channel or information

processing mechanism.

:tn most studies o~ the diffusion process, different

sources of information have been found to be most

important in each of the stages. In,this regard, Rogers

points out that a generalization supported by ~any

studies is that impersonal information sources are most

important at the awareness stage and personal sources

at the evaluation stage. Impersonal sources ar~

generally the mass media which do not involve face·-to-

face communic.ation. Personal sources, however" involve

face-to-face contact. Examples for a f~ situation in
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the United states are other farmers, extension agents, or

salesmen.

Because of their mass nature, Rogers says (pp. 98-102),

the media ordinarily have not been_ beamed at a specialized

or local audience and thus are most effective in calling

attention to a new idea. However, at the evaluation stage

mental judgment of the idea is necessary and personal

communications become more important because they allow

an important two-way exchange of ideas.

Lionberger (1960, pp. 5-6) lists what in the ·past

have been the most important sources of information at

each stage of the adoption process for agricultural

innovations. At the awareness stage mass media are most

generally used. At the interest stage~ the farmer needs

more information about the innovation. The mass media are

still ~portant herebut.other farmers and agricultural

agencies increase 'in importance. At the evaluation stage,

a decision is required, and fellow farmers with the

requisite experience and respected_ opinions are most

often sought as information sources. Agricultural agencies

rank second at this stage. At the trial stage, information

on application of the new idea or practice is needed,' 'and

friends and neighbors as well as agriCUltural agencies

are consulted. At the adoption stage performance and

demonstrated merit of the practice arenecessary. The most
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important information sources are the farmer's own

experience and the experiences of other farmers. Mass

media and agricultural agencies may reinforce the decision

by providing information on successful performance.

A second generalization advanced by Rogers (PP. 102

104) is that cosmopolite information sources are most

important at the awareness stage and localite information

sources at the evaluation stage. Cosmopolite sources

are sources outside the social system suCh as mass media

and outside agricultural agencies. Localite sources are

sources inside the system such as fellow farmers.

Another categorization arisi.ng: out of diffusion

research is that of different types of adopters. These

categories are differentiated according to the time

taken to adopt a new practice. The adopter categories

derived by Rogers (PP. 169-172) are as follows:

1. Innovators ---- The innovator is the first to
adopt a new practice. He is
venturesome and willing to take
the risks associated with being
the first to adopt a practice.

2. Early Adopters--Early adopters are less venturesome
than innovators. They have morEL :
respect than innovators in the
community. They are localites . 'f

while innovators are cosmopolites.
Hence they are the most effective
opinion leaders.

3. Early Majority--The early majority are more
deliberate: they accept new
practices just before the average
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member of the social system. They
participate in community activities
but rarely hold leadership positions.

4. Late Majority---The late majority are cautious and
skeptical. They adopt innovations
just after the average member of the
community• Adoption in this case
may often be an economic necessity
or a response to social pressures.

5. Laggards --~--- Laggards ~~ the traditionalists of
a social system. They are near
isolate!:? in the community, have almost
no opinion leadership and are the
last to adopt an innovation.

Members of these adopter categories also differ in their

information seeking behavior. Regers (pP. 178-182) lists

the following generalizations.

1. Impersonal sources of information are more
important than personal sources for relatively
early adopters than for later adopters.

2. cosmopolite sources of information are more
important than localite sources for relatively
early adopters.

3. Early adopters utilize information sources that
are in closer contact with the ord:gin of new
ideas than later adopters.

4. Earlier adopters utilize a greater number. of
different information sources than do later
adopters.

A concept coming out of adoption and other diffusion

studies related to the ~ive adopter categories is that of

opinion leaders. Opinion leaders are the individuals to

which most other individuals look for advice and support.
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Opinion leaders are generally found in the early adopter

category, but because of their cosm~olite tendencies

innovators are seldom opinion leaders • However, Lionberger

(P. -59) points out that "in areas where alertness to new

dev~~opments in fa~g and quick acceptance are status

factors, innovator$ and persons sought as information

sources are likely to be one and the same. Where local

norms dictate caution with respect to change, they are

likely not to be."

With regard to information sources~ Rogers (pp.

238-2·39) points out that opinion leaders use more impersonal,

technically accurate and cosmopolite sources 'of information

than do their followers.

The rational decision model was related to the

adoption process in a study by Dean an~his' ,colleagues

(1958). They found a direct relationship between

rationality and adoption of recommended corn practices.

They suggest that rationality is an intervening variable

between the antecedents of adoption and adoption itself.

In their study these antecedents were contact with the

Extension Service, degree of mechanication, size of

farm, age of .operator (an inverse relationship),

level of living, participation in formal organizations,

and education.
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This diffusion model, as mentioned previouslYI can be

criticized on several 'grounds. One criticism is that it

reflects the manner in which the diffusion process has

been developed and encouraged in the United States---an

atypical society. For example, mass media are probably

most important at the awareness stage because they contain

mostly "news"--information on new ideas, practices and

techniques--and seldom attempt to reinforce older methods.

In other words,. the model is a description of what has

occurred in one type of economic organization in the United

States. That organization has ordinarily been a family

farm agricultural system since most adoption studies

have been conducted by rural sociologists. Because the

media in the past have been used in the way the model

describes, however, does not mean their function will

inevitably be the same in the future. Even within

agriculture, communication patterns may change in the

future, as" for instance, they would change if a vertically

integrated farming system would become dominant.

The model 'also fails to distinguish between positive"

and negative incentives for adoption. For example,

all present studies seem to concern situations where

adoption will lead to a positive reward--higher profit,

less labor time, better living conditions, etc. The

model does not treat a coercive type of adoption
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situation. Examples might be filing income tax returns,

obeying traffic laws, registering with the selective

Service System, etc. Here non-adoption carries the almost' " '

certain penalty, of a fine, jailor some other negative

incentive.' In this situation the decision maker conceivably

would pass directly from the awareness to the adoption

stage without going through the intermediate stages.

Similarly the concept of different adopter categories

would also immediately disappear in a coercive situat'ion.

In many cases; a modified form of this coercive system

may be the most effective way of bringing abaI t adoption

of new practices, both in the United States and especially

in developing countries.

Therefore, the diffusion model presented above

cannot be accepted as being the only process which must

inevitably take place iJ:1 a social system. But this area

of research' is- important because it illustrates the effects

of social influe~ces and social roles on decision making.

Two other social-psychological studies have 'measured this

social influence directly.

Asdh (1951) asked experimental groups of eight

individuals to compare the length of three clearly

unequal lines. Al3- but. one of the eight were stooges

who had been instructed to make the wrong choice. Only

one was left to make what he considered to be the correct
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choice, although he thought the others were doing the same.

One third of the individuals making decisions followed the

majority in making the wrong decision, while no one made

the wrong decision in a control group. This effect

diminished, however, when there was less than a unanimous

majority against the critical member. Asch found wide and

striking differences among individuals in the same

experimental situation, and hypothesized that these

differences were caused by character traits, particularly

those pertaining to the person's social relations.

Deutsch and Gerard (1955), however, point out that

Asch and others who have studied group influence have

carelessly used the term IIgroup influence." They found

that group influence contains aspects of both a) normative

social influence and b) informational social influence.

Normative influence results wrien individuals are expected

to conform with the expectations of others in the group.

Informational influence results when individuals accept

information from others in the group as evidence about

reality. An example of such an influence is the decision

maker who accepts poor or i~rational information from an

influential member of the community and puts it to use

without checking other sources for the accuracy of the

information.
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The literature cited in this section leads to the

conclusion that the individual in making a decision is

influenced by the social system(s) of which he is a part

and by his role in this(these) system(s). The implications

of this conclusion for information are that the individual
., .

in a social system often relies on others in the system as

sources of information needed to make decisions. Information

comes to him throug'!1-:" the information processing mechanisms

of the system and ofte~.,may include biases of individuals

transmitting the information. The decision maker also

may often receive information non-purposely, although he

may not use the information until he recognize$ a problem

situation in his environment.

Again these conclusions can be explained in terms of

models of communication behavior. Newcomb • s (1953) consensus

model shows how two individuals in a social system reach

a consensus about an item of common interest through

cammunication--thus explaining the social influence on

decision making. This mod~l is represented belo"l, where

A and B are the individuals in the social system and X

is the object of cammon interest:

(Figure 2)
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Explaining the social influence in this orientation

situation, Newcomb says:

Under the conditions of continued association
which we are assuming, A and B as they communicate
about X are dependent upon each other., not only
because the other 1 s eyes and ears provide an
additional source of information about x, but also
because the otner'sjudgment provides a testing
ground-for social "reality. And to be dependent
upon the other~ in so far as such dependence
influences behavior, is to be oriented toward hini.~·'·

Carter •s model {FIgUre 1.L wli~n expanded t~:' a cO--'

orientation situation, also explains the social influence

on decisions. In this situation Figure 1 is expanded to

add a second individual who has salience and pertinance

relations with the two 'relevant objects 01 and 02

Consensus is reached when the two individuals agree on

common values for the two objects in the situation. The

two individuals can reach an understanding about the

attributes held by the two objects and the pertinences of

the two Objects (the degree to which the objects possess

the attributes). But the saliences toward the 'objects

held by each individual'prohibit a perfect consensus unless

the salience relationships were initially identical.

carter's co-orientation paradigm and the importance

of both saliences and pertinences then explains both the

effect of the social system on individual decisions and

also the fact that there are laggards in an adoption

.111.' .. .

'. • •• " ... :. ~ 1~.
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process--i.e., why same members of the system fail to adopt

a beneficial practice when their friends and neighbors are

adopting the practice and are communicating about the practice.

Conclusions and Implications

The purpose of this paper has been to help explain the

role of information in the decision making process in order

to supplement economic and communication theories and to

make these theories usefu'l for communications' workers •. In

order to recognize all the factors bearing on the decision

maker, literature from the fields of psychology and sociology,

as we;l as economics, has been studied.

The :study of this literature has led to one general

observation on the entire decision making process. That

is, men act like the rational economic men of orthodox

econo~ic theory only in rare instances. In most other

cases, personal preferences which result in habit formation,

psychological differences, and social roles and pressures

alter the decision making process. Perhaps if a man's

individual personality and his social roles could be

removed, he would always make rational, maximizing

decisions in which he carefully studies all alternatives,

seeks all relevant information, etc. But then man would

be more ltke a machine than a human being. In essence,

he would have a computer for a mind.
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With this conclusion in mind, the role of information

in decis~on making can be stated as follows. Although most

econom~c decisions are made on the basis of hahit, genuine,

rational decisions are made in new situations where the

decision maker has little ;'pr~:vious decision experience

and in important~ crossroads- decisions. When ration~,

decisions are made, the role of infQrmation 18" 'to reduce

uncertai~ty. If the decision maker had access to all

relevant information and had th.e mental capacity,. to

analyze tpe information an~,re~ate.. it to his situation,

he would have littlereason ·:not . to make a rational
~ ...... .

decisiqn.. He could then easily choose the alternative

which~woul~ maximize his goal or best solve his problem.

communication~however, can never provide the

deci.sion maker with perfect knOWledge. But information,

even though it provides less than perfect knOwledge,

still f~nctio~s to reduce un~erta~ty by impro~ing· the

accuracy of the decision mak~r's expectations, "the limited

knOWledge which he must use ..to make decisions." .The decision

maker cannot seek out all info~ation because eventually

the co~t. ~f search will exoeep the expected payoff from

the new information. Thus information furnished to him

·th~OU9h little or no effort of his own--such as printed

:.~.~f.ormation, broadcast information, calls by salesmen or

Extension agents-~function t~. reduce his case of search.
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In short, communicated information reduces the

decision maker's cost of search for information relevant

to his situation. . The more information he has available-·..

again within the constraints of the difficulty of the

situation and his mental capacity-..the better will ..be ,',.

his expectations, the le.ss uncertainty there·: will be

attached to his decis~on, and the more rational the final

decision will be.

However, in situations where the decision maker has

previous experience in making similar decisions or in

relatively unimportant decisions, habit normally

sUbstitutes for genuine decision behavior. Information

provided in a genuine decision situation was previously

the basis for the formation of thishabit, and· accurate

information is thus extreme~y important in the earlier

situation if "good" habits are. to be formed. Once habits:

have been formed~ information may have little function .

except to reinforce habits~~i.e., selective exposure and

avoidance are the predominant type of information seeking.

Finally, the decision maker interprets information

on the basis of.his experience within an environmental

situation, which includes experience with members of his

social system. Also, info~ation often comes to him

through the information processing mechanisms of the

social system and can be biased by the individuals
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transmitting the information. Both social influences may

prevent the decision maker from using the information in

a purely rational manner. The role of information is

depicted in Figure 3.

This theory, then, has several implications for a

communications strategy. The communicator whose role is

to provide info~ation to aid the decision maker can be

most effective.. if he first learns what uncertainty the

decision maker is facing" either in general or with

reference to specific products, techniques or ideas. The

most valuable information then would be that which will

decrease this uncertainty through improving the decision

maker's expectations about the outcomes of alternative

solutions to the uncertain situation.

In situations where decisions are being made on the

ba~is of habit, the communicator I s strategy is more

difficult. If he judges the habit to be "good"--i.e.,

that. it is adequately providing solutions to problems

faced by the dec'is'ibn maker--then the information

shoul.d be designed to reinforce the habit. But if the

hal;Jit is jUdged to be "badlJ--e.g., in countries where

traditional methods are used indiscriminantly--then

information shOUld be designed to jolt the decision maker

out of his hahitual behavior.
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Carter' s orientation paradigm shows' how this can be .

done. The individual using habitual behavior is in a

one-object, "goal-seeking" mode. His only discrimination
, f) ':'.' -; ~. .

is recognition and the only values brought to be~ on the. .;. ....

decision are saliences,which seldom change. Ho~ev~+,)·· ',if
, .,'to" .:.

the individual can be jolted 'into the two-object, .

"evaluative" mode, pertinences, or the degree of possession

of relevant attributes by the alternative objects' .....,can be

brought to bear on the decision. Information br~~ging

awareness of an alternative to the habitual pra~tice,_ and·

information which discusses relevant "attributes of the two

practices, could be this jolting force.

Finally, the communicator must be aware of individual

psychological differences and social pressures which may

cause his message to be ignored or misinterpreted. He
, .. ' ~

.' 'I . '

should then try to eliminate-these ihfluences or~ most
- -.

often, try to circumv~nt them.

This strategy has immediate implications for a

communicator whose prim~' activity is providing ~~jective
-- ,- ~ : .{. :. " '

knOWledge to decision makers. Such communicator~,ar~ those

working with trade ptib~ications, technical bUlleti~s, <

market information, extension services;-" government, agencies

which provide technical information, etc. The strategy

also has implications for public relations ·and ady~;~~sing work.

In 1:beSG la.t:t.er cases, what: t1le,coiDI'L\Unlcat.Or jUdge,s. 'to be
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"good" will usually be less objective than in the former

cases. But even in these cases of presumed sUbjectivity,

the communicator trying to promote a new product or trying

to persuade an individual making an unfamiliar decision

may find that the most persuasive message is one which

provides objective facts about the relative attributes

of the product or organization being promoted.

But as stated at the beginning of this paper, this

conununications strategy is especially important for work

in a deve~op~~g country. In these countries, decision

makers may often act primarily on the basis of tradition

and habit, ~d the task of a communicator is to set up

relevant,. _" ..".,p~rt~nent" alternatives to these traditions.
" .! . ~.~ ! . . ~ ~ ..

In many cases, the most relevant attribute of alternative

decisions is the amount of risk and uncertainty attaChed

to the decision. Since the basic role of information in

decision making is to reduce uncertainty~ information can

obviously play a key role in development.

In the United States and other developed countries,
. '.

information is usually abundant, and risk and uncertainty

carry o~ly. the possibility of bankruptcy. But Myren

(1964) poi~ts.. out information is scarce in an underdeveloped

country, and risk and uncertainty are prevalent. In

such cases, reducing risk and uncertainty is vitally
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.important for economic progress because decisions about

,,'unlaiown or uncertain alternatives may carry the threat of

starvation.

D1az Bordenave (1966) found that f~ers in Brazil

with the highest intensity of search for instrumental

-information were those with the widest tlrange of decision

making,.·u The farmer' had a wide possible range of decision

making' 'when'he had a. large farm, 'a:' large amount of cash

on band" ' and supervised a "large number ofworker&--all of

which-reduce the harshness; of"~uncertainty''facing the decision

maker • The farmers facing the most severe consequences of

risk· ·~and uncertainty and those who most need information

were the ones who sought information less. This 'finding

,'" ' :.~' .Unders:cores .... the fact that some way must be found to

communic"ate-':'withbackward and lOW-income decision makers

if they 'are to r'eceive the information they need to reduce

risk and uncertainty and subsequently'to make the type of

decisions necessary' for economic and social progress.

Erasmus (1961) found that decisions in rural Mexico

usually cannot be rational (to the outside observer)

because of a lack of information. He says (p. 31):

'congition derives its dynamic qUality from
frequency interpretatio~~~thepotentiality to
synthesize eXperiences ihto predictive
generalizations. At the pre-ind\lstrial., non
specialized level, frequency interpretation is
based entirely upon ca~ual observation, and

< spectacularity is imPortant for acceptance of
innovations.
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,Thus the role of the communications researcher in

a developing country should not be simply to study the

media system of the country and correlate the advance of

a media system with innovativeness, entropy~ political

awareness, achievement motivation and other symptoms of

a social system which is approaching an advanced stage

of development. Rather the conununications worker ·should

study the uncertainties facing economic decision makers

and try to find ways of communicating the information
I,!'" ' • .;",

needed to overcome these uncertainties. The same is

true ·for information that can be used to break a

decision maker out of a habitu~ ~a~tern of behavior

if it exisbs.

However, this information must be communicated within

the presen~'social structure if decision makers are to

receive-£he information they need to break out-of that

structure.' ',: perhaps transistor radics" inexpensive,

illustrated~'. and easy-to--read publications; Voluntary

organizations, word-af-mouth communication, rural labor

syndicates~ or other experimental communications

techniques might be able to transmit the needed

information to the traditional decision maker. Then as

economic development progresses, higher national incomes

will make it possible to establish an advanced media

system which can replace these s~ple, transitional

methods.
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